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Teachers Ed. program receives accreditation
cation program.
Dr. Jack Boger, dean of the
The State Board of Educa- School of Education, annountion met In Columbia April 13, ced that all teacher education
and, among other actions, acted programs were approved. He
on the visiting committee's re- said that Elementary education
port concerning the accredita- and Reading programs will be
tion of Winthrop'i teacher, edu- scheduled for reaccreditation
BY BONNIE JERDAN

in 1982, and all other programs
will be considered for reaccreditation in 1984.
Dr. James Colbert, director
of teacher education foundation and secondary education,
said, "While all the other programs received the full fiveyear approval, Elementary education and Reading programs
were given three-year approvals.
Technical problems were found

with these programs. Within the
three-year period, Winthrop's
School of Education will correct
these problems and move the
programs to fullfive-yearapproval."
An article published in the
Charleston NEWS AND COURIER, April 14th Issue, reported
that Winthrop's Elementary
education program for undergraduates and its master of

education and Reading specialist programs at the graduate
level were cited for deficiencies
at the meeting of the Board of
Education meeting. The article,
written by Hugh Gibson, special assistant editor, said that
these programs received a threeyear provisional , pproval. The
college must submit a corrective plan and make annual
progress reports.
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LewandowskiDistinguished Professor 1979

—rf.

Preparing for the Spring Fling, an anonymous Wlnthrop
student leaps off the ground to retrieve a frisbee. For more
details on the Spring Fling see page 7. (Photo by Ann Page
Copley)

Edmund D. Lewandowski,
chairman of the Department of
Art at Winthrop College, has
been named the school's Distinguished Professor for 1979.
Charles B. Vail, president of
Wlnthrop, presented the citation
at a faculty meeting Monday
afternoon (April 16).
The citation carries a $500
cash award from the Winthrop
Alumni Association and release
time from teaching for research. Selection is made by a
student-faculty committee.
A native of Milwaukee, Wis.,
Lewandowski came to Winthrop
in 1973 from the Layton School

of Art in Milwaukee where he
retired as president In 1972;
He was chairman of the
Department of Art at Florida
State University from 1952-64
and professor of painting at
Florida State from 1949-52. He
received a diploma in fine arts
from the Layton School of Art
in 1936.
He has organized, designed
and installed more than 100
gallery exhibitions since 1949
and has served as a juror on 36
exhibitions on the local, regional, national and international level.
In 1976, Lewandowski re-

ceived the South Carolina Art
Commission Purchase Award
and the South Carolina Bicentennial
Commission
Merit
Award. He has also received
the
Hallmark International
Award, the Wisconsin State
Centennial Award, Milwaukee
Art Institute Medal and the Milwaukee Journal Purchase Award.
He has been commissioned to
paint dozens oi murals at major
universities, businesses and corporations throughout the country.
Lewandowski is married to
the former Dolores Bingenheimer. They live in Rock Hill.

Athletes honored at Sports Awards Banquet
BY DAVID JACKSON
The
Wlnthrop
College
Athletic Department held 1U
fourth annual awards program
last Wednesday, April 18, in
Johnson Auditorium.
Hotted ty Athletic Director
Nleld Gordon, the program
honored the participant! In
Winthrop* eight Intercollegiate
teams aa wen a* its cheerleaders,
trainees,
pep
band, and
Eaglettes.

by Its coach Am Casada. Special
recognition was given to ailstate player Carlos Gonzalez
and all-district representative*
Tim Peay and Franlde Griffin.
In addition, Casada presented
the Hustle Award to Peter
Fell, and the Most Improved
Player Trophy to Allan Rlkard.
Finally, the Lee Award, a
permanent trophy which is engraved with the name of each
season* Most Valuable Flayer,
was presented to Franlde
Griffin.

Maeberta Bobb, In her last
year as women* field hockey
Gordon presented certifi- coach, presented the awards In
cates to Winthrop's ten cheer- that sport. Ann Horton won the
leaders, nine of whom will be Rookie of the Year award. In
returning next year. A special addition the players selected Pat
trophy was g./en to captain Graham as their Most Valuable
Nancy Lindsay, the squad* only Player.
senior. Tammy Findley was
named as next year's captain.
Another coach also leaving
Winthrop, Linda Warren, preFollowing the cheerleader sented the awards in women's
presentations, the crowd was volleyball. Beth Amick, Joby
entertained by a skit put onby Williams, and Judy Kirkpatrick
the Eaglettes. Entitled "The were recognized as having made
Year in Review," it featured the all-state team. Wlnthrop was
the highlight* of the past year the only squad to place three
in Wlnthrop athletics and was players on the team. Also,
directed by Eaglette Kim Har- Warren gave our three individual awards. Adell Harris was
rrfl.
named the team's Outstanding
The soccer team, whose Defensive Player and Judy Kirk15-11 record last fall was its patrick was selected a the Outbeat effort ever, was honored standing Offensive Player.-The

Most Valuable Player award waa
presented to Beth Amlck.
Following this presentation,
volleyball captain Judy Kirkpatrick praised Warren for her
many contribution* to Winthrop
and presented her with a gift of
appreciation. The crowd of several hundred people acknowledged this presentation with a
standing ovation.

Gordon then honored the
men's basketball team and presented each member with a
letter certificate and a team
picture. Ronnie Creamer was
recognized for being selected
All-District and Doug Schmieding was rc cognized as a member
of the All-Academic team.
Warren presented the women's basketball awards. She
recognized Holly Bland for being
All-State and Sara Dukes' selection as one of South Carolina's
outstanding freshmen players
Warren also cited Bland and
Joby Williams for being the
first 1000 point scorers in Wlnthrop* history. Becky Lever was
selected as the team* Moat
Improved Player. The team's
Outstanding Defensive Player

ed by associate athletic direc
tor Mary Roland Griffin, who is
resigning her post after this
year to return to fulltime teaching. She recognized graduate
assistant Judy Rast, and retiring
Coach Ann Chambers pve coaches Iinda Warren and Maeout the women's tennis awards. berta Bobb.
Their Hustle and Determination
Award want to undefeated freshman AByn Hogue. The members of the team selected ElizaGordon then rounded out the
beth Forrester as their Moat
evening by presenting several
Valuable Player.
other special awards. He prated
Men* tennis was recognized the work of Sports Information
by Coach Pat Taylor. He pre- Director Andy Solomon, who
sented Chris Harrington with recently received a Presidential
that team's Meet Valuable Player Citation for his work in the
public relations field. Gordon
award.
also said that Pat Taylor will be
leaving Wlnthrop to take over
A first the Winthrop awards the position of tennis pro at
program, training awards, were the Asheville Country Club.
presented by head trainer,
"Doc" Joe Kinney. He recogGordon also presented the
nized his- four student trainers second annual Winthrop College
and cited Softball player Pat Athletic Department AppreciaSprings as being the athlete tion Award to presidential assiswith the most training therapy tant Judd Drennan.
for the past year.

was Tracy Burch. Holly Bland
was selected the team's Most
Valuable Player for the second
time In a row.

The final award of the
evening was presented to Dr.
Mary Roland Griffin in appreciation for her many outstanding contributions to Winthrop
College Athletics. Gordon said,
"She k Wlnthrop athletics." The
crowd acknowledged her with a
. Special awards were pwsent- standing ovation.

The Eaglettes, the athletic
service organization, were honored with certificates preeented
by assistant athletic director
Horace Turbeville. Turbeville
also recognized the cootribtions of the Wlnthrop pep band.
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A working force
Archibald Mac Leigh once said "Journalism Is the stepchild of history-if It It not Indeed Its factor father."At any
rate the two a n related: the newspaper report* on historymaking events and sometimes it even take* part in making
history. In the past year THE JOHNSONIAN has experienced this kind of participation.
The s-iccerafnl campaign to save MacFeat is a demonstration of what can happen when a college unites to retain
something that It considers valuable. When people care
enough to take action, results are usually positive. And
Winthrop College cared. From runners wearing T-shirts
emblazoned with the words "Save MacFeat" to meetings
of concerned students, faculty, and parents, Winthrop
went aD out.
THE JOHNSONIAN reported on the actions as they
progressed and acted as a sounding board for students to
express their opinions. Covering a meeting of the Concerned Students for Quality Education was one of my first
assignments as news editor. Soon, I was infected with the
spirit of involvement taking shape at Winthrop. I am proud
to be a part of a college that stood up for what it believed
in and a newspaper that heiped it H its endeavor.
My name fc Bonnie Jerdan, and I am succeeding Sola as
editor. My goal as editor Is not only to see THE JOHNSONIAN continue to take a part in the activities at Winthrop,
but to encourage Winthrop to take more of a part in THE
JOHNSONIAN. Through MacFeat we the students proved
that we have power. The college newspaper is one of our
powers. It Is more than a sounding board. It's a working
force. It covers news, allows expression of opinions, and
makes thing* happen.
But TJ needs you. You can be a part of TJ/send us your
suggestions; write letters to the editor. Everybody has an
opinion, a problem. Write it, and well print it. Be a part of
changing things at Winthrop.
THE JOHNSONIAN needs better communication with
Winthrop College. We try to cover all tee news we hear
about, but our staff is limited. Also, we may not have heard
what you're doing. Call us, give>•* your news. What is your
organization doing? What are YOU doing? b there something happening that you know about that should be in the
paper? We may not have been informed.
Our number at the Good Building is 323-2284. TJ's
box number is 6800. Our deadline is Tuesday at 5:00 for
each Issue. Remember MacFeat. Let us help you with your
cause.
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Git a,ong li,de doggi

r

Ron Hough

re troops. Not too long
bom now, 111 be stepping off
the stage of Byrnes right Into
the mainstream of good ol'
eight-to-five, middle class, carin-every garage, chicken-in-everypot America. Oh, God!
But I can take heart. 1 won't
be alone- quite a few of you
will be going down with me.
Yep, the honeymoon Is almost
over.
And what do we expect? We
expect to have the best of everything. We expect the highpaying jobs, the best benefits,
the longest paid vacations. We
hope to settle down in a gocd
neighborhood with good middle
class values. As college grads,
. we expect all these things. Why?
Because that's what we've
been told to expect. We're
heard for most of our school
yean that we are going to
have everything our parents
(you know- the ones who had
to walk 15 miles to school, in
the blinding snow, no less) never
could expect. We have been
folded, spindled, and mutilated

CAVO-V ^ o
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into unresponsive, unimaginative automatons. Each of us has
been programmed to 011 a niche
In our progressive Dorothy*4110TotoJand society...
Hold It for a minute! Im
spouting cliches from the Sixties- you remember the Sixties
- social consciousness and all
that jazz. Nobody Is into that
stuff anymore. All the protestors at Berkeley and Columbia
now run industrious businesses
or law firms or work for people
like DOW, making even more
lethal weapons than the ones
they protested.
Since that sort of thing is
pssse, let me approach it from a
different angle.
Do we really want to enter
into the drudgery of eight-tofive? Do we really feel that this
is the pioper outlet for our
creative abilities? Do we really
want nothing more than looking out for old numero uno?
What happened to all the
cheery-eyed, smfling little kids
who wanted to grow up to be
nurses or doctors, or policemen,

NVt

orfiremet., or teachen?
They've grown up.
' And they Is we.
Why do we no longer have
such ideals? Or, If you prefer,
why do we no longer aspire to
careen which are In support of
other people? Where along the
line did we decide that such
noteworthy ambitions were
childish and should no longer be
entertained?
The decision occurred at different times for each of us yet
the reason for each of us was the
same- Society as we snow it
told us to.
Society dictated to us that
success was nothing short of
a degree and a white collar job.
Change it? Hardly fikely.
Accept it? Probably.
There just Isn't too much we
can do except accept it for what
it is and live with ourselves as
well as we can.
The problem is, It hurtsit hurts deep inside.
Mooooo . 4 . .
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Good news
.Bruce McDaniel
You Ye driving down the road say, as you submit to this frisk
In your car, going the speed by the patrolman, "Why would I
limit, your seat belt fastened,, have any concealed weapons?"
your nose dean, and your
"You let me ask the questhoughts about mom's apple tions here," he says, as he picks
pie, baseball, and other Ail- up his mike and calls in a backup
American themes. Suddenly, unit, "where do you stash the
without warning, you hear the drugs?"
wail of a siren, and when you
"I dont have any drugs,"
look in the minor you see the you reply, "except for some
chilling flash of that infamous Stage-4 Coppertone suntan
blue light. You expediently pull o i l . .
over to the side of the road,
"Dont get cute with me kid,
and you roll down your win- I've handled troublemakers like
dow. A menacingly authorita- you before. Now, how about
tive Highway Patrol officer that
»h.» sleeping
J • — bag?
« I• bet
•
you
strides up to you and peen at keep the drugs in there, right?"
you through his reflective
You watch as the patrolman
shades.
takes your sleeping bag and un"Can I help you officer?" furls it In the road, unzipping it
you say.
and feeling around to see if there
"Get out of the car," he re- " e any secret
•>'
compartments,
plies, "spread eagle out here on At length another patrol car
the asphidt."
pule up to the scene, his lights
"But officer, what Is the . . . " flashing too, and you begin to
"Just do Bke I say, belly reel Bke a real patsy as this
down, let me check you for oracer opens your trunk and
concealed weaponsT
takes out your back seat In or"Concealed
y&tfcv

tion. After a few more fruitless
moments of searching, the first
officer clumsily re-rolls your
sleeping bag and tosses it onto
the ground next to your back
seat. Then he advances to you
once more and says:
"You look pretty stoned to
me kid, and I've handled a lot of
these cases. Let* see you stand
on one leg and raise your hands
in
the air Bke this , . . that*
right, now touch your nose with
your left h a n d — right hand. - •
now let* see you walk a straight
line for about ten yards . . •
Look at him Bill, doesnt he
look like he* on cloud nine to
you?"
"Yeah," says the other
can'ti find
patrolman, "But lI can
any drugs in the car; he might
be oJt. Let* do a rundown on
the license plate to be sure. You
get his papen."
,
After five more minutes of
.
,
.
3
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The death penalty
Charles Patrick
The news of Judge Rhenqubfs stay of execution for the
convicted murderer in Alabama
was welcome news to opponents
of capital punishment across the
country. I have one question,
who will intercede on behalf of
the people of the state of South
Carolina? We have been sentenced to die, you, me, all of us.
Crazy? No, just outraged
(hat the government of South
Carolina would even consider
letting Met.-Ed. dump threequarters of a million gallons of
radioactive water in our state.
Why South Carolina? There are
other states they could pollute
with their poison. Why should
we pay for their sins? The
thought of South Carolina becoming a wasteland of radioactive dumps, nuclear power
plants (supplying power for our

northern neighbors) and anything else nobody will take,
should be abhorrent even to the
idiots who for so long have kept
S.C. at the tall end of the line.
South Carolinians should not
stand still for this kind of action,
If our neighbors think that they
can dump their garbage on our
doorsteps we will just have to
show them differently. If you
are willing to see your state,
or the state you go to school
In, become a nuclear dump just
sit back on your ass, watch a
little TV, and go to your disco,
but when your children -are
born deformed and you want
to know how such a thing
could happen just look down
the road at the nuclear dumps
and sigh.
Allowing another state, which
for all intents and purposes

has never lifted a finger to help
us, to dump their poisons on
. South Carolina, is the moral
equivalent of condemning the
State to death. Someone in
Columbia has the ability to stop
transfer of this menace to our
state, but as yet no action has
been taken to stop this action,
Why they would even consider
dumping this substance in their
own state shows a spectacular
amount of stupidity.
It is up to you and me to
stop this kind of thing before
it gets out of hand, or we could
have every state in the country
dumping on poor little South
Carolina. Would that be fair?
About as fair as the death
penalty for being the only one
in the crowd who won't say
NO!

Good news
continued from page 2
waiting, listening to the crackly a thing . . . ' Well, that's the good
transmissions on the police news, because now there is a
radio, the second officer gets law against this kind of activity,
back in his car and drives away. due to a recent decision by the
The first officer returns to you U.S. Supreme Court.
For years, ever since Harvey
again and says:
"Kid, I know that if we Firestone started doinfl his thing
(without
the aid of Jimmy
called in Metro-Narcotics and
had them take your car apart we Stewart), the police and highcould find the drugs. But we're way patrol authorities have
going to let you slide this time operated on the assumed prin. . . only, you'd just better re- ciple of a "mobile warrant'.
member that we're watching Since they had the power to
deviants like you, and well get arrest traffic rule violators, they
assumed that they had the legiyou in the end.
timate right to stop any driver
Has this ever happened to for a "spot' license check as well.
you? If so, and it has been a "Such actions are in the interest
commonplace event in dozens of of highway patrol,' the authoritowns right here in South Caro- ties always argued, "as they
lina, you might say: There help to keep the unlicensed
ought to be a law against such and unregistered cats off the

HELP!!!!

If you can write or
would at least like
to give it a try—
THE JOHNSONIAN
is interested
in YOU!!
For more information,

CALL 323-2284

road.' Thus it continued for
three-quarters of a century.
The issue was brought to the
attention of the Supreme Court
in the case of Delaware vs.
William Prouse. In 1976, the
twenty-year-old Prouse was arrested on charges of possession
of marijuana, after a patrolman
happened to spot' the weed
during a "routine' license check.
Pro use's attorneys argued that
the patrolman had no objective
reason to stop the young man in
the first place, as he had been
committing no traffic violation
at the time he was pulled. On
this basis they claimed that his
constitutional rights of protection against unreasonable searches and seizures had been
abridged.
The Supreme Court agreed by
a vote of 8 to 1. Justice White
referred to the safety factor defended by the highway patrol
as "marginal at best", and Ae
expressed his belief that the
danger to the Fourth Amendment was far more serious.
The significance of this ruling
is that now, for the first time,
Americans are guaranteed that
they have as much right to expect privacy from government
intrusion in their cars as they
do in their homes.
Of course, the authorities
can still stop you if you are in
violation of traffic laws, and
they can still establish roadblocks for license and registration checks. They can stop
"all" traffic, but they cannot
rtop any individual driver without justifiable cause, and the
only justifiable cause is a traffic
violation.
So, If you've been used to
freaking out every time a police
car pulls up next to you at the
redlight, cheer up. They cant
"lpot-check' you any more.
Like they say about driving
55 miles an hour: IT'S MORE
THAN A GOOD IDEA-FTS
THB&AWi '.iMit-t..-.V

wants to k n o w . . .
How do you feel about
guys moving out of Thomson
dorm and girls moving in?
Copy by Benny Cain
Photos by Anne Page Copley

"I think it's ridiculous. We've
already torn up one dormitory;
why give us another one to tear
up?"
Dave Bellamy-senior

"I believe it's a good move. I
think all dorms on campus'
'hould be co-ed."
Simon Hutson-freshmen

"It's a good idea as long as no
one is left without a room."
Brenda Knox-senior

"I think it* a good idea because
if they are going to have a co-ed
dorm, it ought to be nicer than
Margaret Nance."
Mary Murphree-sophomore

"I dont think it* a very good
Idea because the guys dont
want to move."
Mary Woffbrd-junior

TJ/EDITORIAL NEWS
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Harrisburg splits anti-nuclear movement
. .
i.
unfmlr
a tactical split in the movement biggest bits of unfinished busily calm gathering in San Fran- now, at least here. We've made ness."
cisco to civil disobedience in steady, orderly progres-, toward
The Alliance couldnt resolve
Connecticut to sabotage in stopping nudear power. That the Issue at its January conferEuropa.
more "talent demonstrations can ence. As a result, the plans for
disrupt that progress - turn the summer, when all involved
expected to intensify the anti"The really weird thing," people against us - is a worri- nudear campaign, are relatively
said the Austin spokeswoman, some thing."
are
Commercial nuclear power uncoordinated. "There
who requested anonymity, "is
that Harrisburg should have been has been on the retreat for sev- several actions of various sorts legal
and
illegal
planned
by
eral
years.
The
reactor
industry
the best worst thing that could
the some of the state Clams," Hurhappen for opponents of nuclear measure its health by
power. But we can see here that number of reactor orders re- witz noted.
Hie immediate aftermath of
Harrisburg has made a lot of ceived each year. There were no
the Harrisburg accident reflected
people angrier. They want to do orders in either 1976 or 1977, a similar disparity of tactics.
dramatic things now." She de- and only two in 1978. But it
On April 7 a crowd of around
fined "dramatic" as "sit-ins, costs reactor builders like Wes- 7000 peacefully listened to antitinghouse and General Atomic
Subsequent demonstrations mass marches, loud things." millions just to maintain the nudear speeches by
Ralph
She also feared that "there's
have ranged from a big, relativecapacity to build reactors, whe- Nader and Daniel Ellsberg in San
Francisco, at a rally organized
ther or not orders are received.
by the Abaione Alliance. SpecifiAs a result, Fortune maga- cally the five-hour gathering was
zine observed two weeks before a protest against Pacific Gas &
Harrisburg that unless the "stale- Electric "s $1.4 billion Diablo
mate" between nudear power Canyon nudear plant, which Is
advocates and opponents was located within 2.5 miles of the
broken, the capital costs of San Gregorio Hosgri earthquake
keeping the reactor industry
alive could not be maintained. fault.
D
' Barbara Bowman of the East
Ml 25'feARS1„
The magazine predicted the in- Bay Anti-Nudear Group, one of
dustry would thus collapse by the Alliance's component parts,
1981.
But as it neared its "vie-' said, "Our overall tactics have
tory," the movement itself has not changed significantly" since
the Three Mile bland plant bedeveloped internal tensions.
The largest and best-known gan to leak radioactive steam.
Her group will continue 'legal
anti-nudear group, the Clamshell
intervention" Into Diablo CanAlliance in New England, has
hon's procedures.
been coping with internal tenIn France the day before,
sions over tactics since last
June. Contemplating a massive though, a factory that made
demonstration at the Seabrook nudear equipment bound for
nudear power plant in New Belgium, Germany, and Iraq was
Hampshire,
the
Alliance partially blown up. An antiaccepted a last-minute offer nudear group called the "Group
from then-Governor Meldrim of French Ecologists" claimed
Thompson to legally meet in a responsibility for the explosion,
nearby garbage dump. But re- which was, according to a caller
gional coordinators were furious to the French police, detonated
over the executive committee's to prevent more "Harrisburg
acceptance of the compromise, catastrophes."
and serious differences over reAround 3000 protestors gathgional autonomy and dvil disered at the Groton, Ct„ shipobedience surfaced.
"Hie question of dvil dis- yards to try to disrupt the maiobedience tactics is very real," den launching of the nudear
Clamshell spokesman Bob Hur- submarines USS Ohio. About
witz said. "One of the central 230 demonstrators were arrestSome public utilities and in- changed very much since Three be trimmed somewhere," a questions is . . . bow to main- ed.
dustry suppliers a n actually MDe island," said Jack Young of spokesman said.
Less disruptively, there have
Most of the companies associ- tain a direct-action, nonviolent been peaceful gatherings at Corviewing the recent accident at the Institute.
Young feels that people out- ated with nudear power, how- movement that insures each re- nell University, in Phoenix, Az.,
Harrisburg^ Three Mile Island
gion autonomy."
nudear power plant as a bless- side the affected area arent ever, are planning some sort of
Clam member Guy Chichester Los Angeles, and at the Crystal
ing in disguise," according to t that concerned. "The media response to Three Mile Island,
adds, "There is an anarchistic River nudear station In Brooksreport in ADVERTISING AGE. bombardment in the East was dther through advertising or a
viile, Fl., where demonstrators
"If we come out of this thing somewhat stronger than in the public relations effort. Said element who argues that sanc- plan to sink plants that change
tity of life is more important
without an injury, it would be a rest of the country. That causes Richard Hiorsen, advertising dicolors around low-level radiathan sanctity of property.
boost for the industry," said people to think that the reac- rector for Chicago^ Common"They feel each Clam should tion.
David Jones, head of advertising tion in the Midwest is as strong wealth Edison, the largest
have a high degree of autonomy.
for General Electric^ Power Sys- as it St here in New York. It nudear power generator among
isnt," he told the trade journal. public utDities, "We hope to be Others felt there ought to be
tem division.
Meanwhile, the utility which saying something, but we dont rigid guidelines. Guidelines or no U / K p i f f t
guidelines, that's one of the " *
^
oversaw the Pennsylvania plant. know the particulars yet."
A spokesman for the Edison General Public Unities Service
Electric Institute, which has Corp., of New Jersey, is not
advertised on behalf of the only keeping quiet, but is axing
power-generating industry in the most of its $500,000 advertising
put, doesnt think the inddent budget.
has ruffled that many feat ben.
"What happened will cut into
"Our sense is that support for
the nudear Industry hasnt our earnings. Cost will have to

(CPS) — "Nobody needed
this vote to know that Harris burg has, in a weird v. ay, muddled the mind of the anti-nuclear
movement. H i s is just going to
muddle it more," said a spokeswoman for Austin (Texas) Citizens for Economical Energy. Her
group had been trying to get the
city out of the South Texas
Nudear Project. In February, a
poll showed nearly 60 percent of
the people favored the project.
By the time cf the April 6
vote - nine days after the
March 28 Three Mile Island
nuclear plant near Harrisburg
began to malfunction - the
race narrowed dramatically. The

anti-nuclear forces eventually
gathered 49 percent of the vote.
It was, of course, only a relative success for the anti-nuclear
movement, and that may discourage further attempts to use
the ballot to protest nuclear
power. The anti-nuclear forces
had been showing signs of restiveness at recent gatherings. The
accident at Three Mile Island
has undoubtedly weakened public confidence in nuclear power,
and anti-nuclear activists seem
anxious to capitalize on the advantage. The question is how.
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Accident called "boost"

FOR RENT

Difference
the

WGl

FURNISHED ROOMS-Shore living
Makes!
room, kitchen and bathroom.
li s the organization that
(Or will rent as one house to sorority.)

BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALER
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest
prices. High profits; NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED. For details, contact: FAD Components,
inc. 65 Passaic Ave., P.O. Box 869, Fairfield,
New Jersey 07006.1lene Orlowsky 201-227-6800.

AH utilities furnished. In walking
distance from Winthrop College.

ALBRIGHT REALTY
328-0103

offers women and girls
of diverse backgrounds
freedom to be different
training to help them develop
thetr special abilities
opportunity to work together
to build better communities
across the United States
and around the world
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Alcohol Abuse: is it a problem here?
BY KELLY GORDON
"I dont think It'* abusive to have a drink before dinner or when you go out for
a meal. ItV only abusive when it becomes a habitual kind of thing and it get* to the
point where it'* something that's a part of your lifestyle and something youlcok
forward to with great anticipation, as a meaningful part of your day. When it get*
to that point,then it's gone past the i>se of It to the abuse."
Kannenberg refers to the text ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY AND MODERN
College itudenta a n doing a lot of drinking the* day*, andtt's becoming *omeLIFE. "These arent absolute measure* of alcoholism," he says, "but they do show
thing of a problem on college campuses. Wtothrop is aoewepUoB.
early warning signs of approaching alcoholism. One Is a frequent desire to drink.
"I ham been honestly shocked at the number of students-end eepecj^young
You know, a person that has to be sure that he or she Is going to have a bottle In
girts-coming Into our office from Wtothrop during thta academic year, uysFrank
the room or wont get caught short on a Sunday. Increased consumption tea
Snyder, executive director of the York County Council on Alcohol and Drug
second sign. That's the nature of the problem. It's a building proce** and continAbuse. "It's absolutely amazing. We handled this year probably twice as many
ually gets stronger. Pulling blanks is another sign. And I personally took for mornWtothrop student* as we've erer seen."
ing drinking, the person who needs something to pep him up, keep him going.
Gary Kannenberg of WinExtreme behavior is another
sign that many college students
throp College's counseling center
has noticed a similar phenomwitness dally.
ena. "'Environmental support for
"Alcohol is a mood altering
"Environmental support for drinking is often very common on college campuses,
drug," say* Snyder. "People do
drinking Is often very common
I know i fs pretty common here because there is a general positive attitude for going
on college campuses," says
strange things under the Influout and drinking, and/or getting drunk."
Kannenberg. "I know It's pretty
ence of It. I cant begin to
tell y.ou how many girls
common here because there Is a
.
general positive attitude for
| n to see us
going out and drinking, and/or
getting drunk.
who've had some weird sexual experiences because they've been drunk. And guys
wb I've gotten into brawls. And these men and women are really remorseful for
It's the thing to do, to go out with the girls and the guys and have a good time,
the problems they've caused or had, but because of these experience* they someand that means drinking and it usually means drinking beer," says Snyder. "There
times drink more to try to forget them or to defend themselves, and It becomes a
are so many girls, especially, who have their first experience with alcohol here at
cycle."
Wtothrop and It gives them a different perspective on being a person. Whereas they
According to Kannenberg, the person who has an alcohol problem Is usually last
were primarily shy before and withdrawn and wallflowers and not popular, all of a
person to know, or at least the last person to admit It to himself and others. But
sudden, after they've had a few beers they're more open and uninhibited. The guys
Snyder
says that friends can provide a lot of encouragement and support.
pay more attention to them and they have a better time. The next day they look at
Friends usually see the problem coming, and they can help catch it when there is
that and say, *you know, boy, I had a good time last night,' and unconsciously they
a greater chance for change to the early stages.
„
•
. ..
think I t helps to have a few beers to looeen up* and It doesnt take long for them to
"It* awfully hard to confront somebody directly with, I think you're (tanking
get to the point where they feel that the useofalcohol Is a positive factor, that I
too much'," says Snyder, "because you've probably been drinking with them
wont have as good a time unless I go out and drink.' "
.
although you've been able to curtail yours to the point where it's not a problem
for you, yet your credibility with the person is damaged a little because they say,
"The campus is a pretty safe place for drinking," says Kannenberg. "Many
•well, you do it; you "re one to talk; you're out with me every night.' You may
students go out and drink every night with few, if any, immediate negative condrink
that night and get up and go to class and get your grades the next day, but
sequences. They get the money from their parents or somewhere else and support
your friend may not be able to. The best thing that can be done is to be genuine,
the drinking, and they may get a lot of support from their friends. In fact, there's a
be yourself, and be sincere. Develop a relationship with that person that surpasses
lot of pressure to drink on most any campus foe socialization purposes."
just party times and where the person knows that you care about them as a person;
"There's probably a beer bust a month at Wtothrop now it seems like," Snyder
enough to where you're not going to do something to deliberately damage them.
says. "And although they're purportedly for charity, there seems to be a problem to
Sometimes you have to do things which may initially be seen as devisive or unthat with a beer bust you encourage drinking as much as you can and then using
necessary by your friend. You can say things like 'how do you feel about your
the money for charity when charity helps people who have problems-well, beer
drinking? I know I drink with you sometimes but I'm concerned about the fact
busts can create problem:. If you could have a ueer bust where everybody drank
that you've been doing stuff that's not you, and I dont want you to get to
responsibly, that would be one thing. But then it wouldn't be a regular ole beer
trouble,
and I don't want you to develop a habit with this kind of thing.'
bust because nobody would get soused and there wouldn't be a good stqry to tell
'The response you're usually going to get initially is, "it's my own life, let me
the next day."'
*
lead it. Heave me alone. Well, okay. You've at least let the person know you care
"I've gone to war with some of the beer advertisers about the way they advertise
about them, and they'll work that through their mind. Then you want to confront
to The Johnsonian "Snyder continues. "In one ad there is a picture of a college
them again if the behavior continues. Don't tell them they are alcoholic, don t tell
student sitting at his desk to a dormitory room with his books right in front of him
them they're a drunk. Don'tsay, 'rknow what's good for you,' because you don t
and his feet propped up and he's just finished studying and the ad says, 'When the
know what's good for them. Confrontation, a sincere, genuine, caring relationship
booking is done--Budweiser.' That seems to say that as soon as you finish studying,
with the person, will help. I always say you can lead a horse to water, you can t
then go get a Budwelser. Well, why not get a Tab? Why not go shoot some baskets?
make him drink, but when the horse gets thirsty, hell know where help is. And if
There are a lot of alternatives than going to get a Budweiser and I feel like that is
you introduce him to help, hell know where help is. He may not want to take it
glorifying the use of beer for college students. There's nothing wrong with drinking.
right
then, but there 11 come a time when hell say,'hey, I need some help, and to-,
But there's a difference between using it and abusing it. I do not think, however,
stead of figuring out where to go, hell know where to go because you ve told him.
that the Intention of our beer salesmen is to create drinking problems, but rather
But Kannenberg warns, "The person that stops drinking is the person that holds
to sell their product."
the glass. That person has got to recognize the problem. And it s not only recogniBoth Kannenberg and Snyder find the word "alcoholic hard to accept.
tion of the problem, but it's also a willingness to change what is needed.
'I think it's becoming more
"Alcohol is a drug that you
; 'okay' for people to seek help at
can become dependent on
the college age for an alcohol
physiologically, but it's also
problem," says Snyder. "More
probably more powerful as a
"Alcohol is a mood altering drug; people do strange things under the influence of
students are coming to. But it's
psychological, habit," says
it. I can't begin to tell you how many girls come in to see us who ve had some
mostly women. As a matter of
Kannenberg. "And there are
weird
sexual
experiences
because
they've
been
drunk."
different s. ages of alcohol defact, rarely do we ever see a
male from Wtothrop come to
pendence, so it* very hard to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
set down an c^iolute defir Hon
• •
here for an alcohol problem. That may be because women are drinking more than
of an alcoholic."
men, but I dont think that's the case. I think the reason Is t snot/macto fora
"people have trouble with the name *alcoholic\" says Snyder. "Well, I d c o t
man to come to here and admit that he's In college and cant handlers drinldng.
know who's an alcohoHc and who's not an alcoholic. I know wheejwople drink
Both the Wtothrop counseling center and the York County Council on Alcohol
more than they should and If you want to call that alcohoUsm, toe. ttyou dont
and Drug Abuse are available to Wtothrop students who are willtog to seck^help.,,
fine Call it problem drinking. Call it anything you *ant to. But the fact is it s use
"The counseling center I* open from 8:30 ajn. to 5:00 pm. Monday-Friday,
of alcohol to a greater degree than is beneficialto the person.
says Kannenberg. "Appointments to see either me or I>- Wen* can be made by
What Is drinking more than I* beneficial?
calling 323-2233." The counseling center is located at 214 Bancroft Hall.
"You cant determine what alcoholism Is by any one set
"Our phone Unes are open 24 hours a day," says Snyder. (The number b 327berg says. "It would be a simple matter if w* could say a personvrho gas drunk
3118.) Our counselors are very highly skilled and are on call 24 hour*vmy>toy.
everv weekend Is halt au alcoholic and a person that does it twice Is a full
You can call our number any time of day or night, and someone wlU answer it and
alcoholic. You cant do that because people ve different: the physiology of people
be able to help you. We don't charge for our services. It's free, it s effective, ana
A f f e r e n t , what determines the hri.lt Is dlfteent the t»ychologlcri rearoraHfor
It's confidential. Federal law, state law, local law, and our own mordUw, 1seep as
drinking are different, how the body responds to alcohol Is different. It has to be
from divulging any info about anybody or anything they have said or done. You
determined individually."
mav know that a person's coming over here because you sent him, but that s all
But there are some generally obvious signs of abuse.
... „
youll know about what's going on with that person while he or she U to counsel"Abuse is anytime your use of alcohol gets to the point where you need it,
ing with us. It's nobody's business but mine and the person I m working with.
savs Snyder, "either to have a good time or to calm your nerves or you psychologiWe've got a whole variety of services. You can come to early Saturday morning
caHy feel like it's a part of your life and you gotta have i t . . . It s abusive to me
or late Sunday night so nobody will see you. People are kind of scared when they
when you drink two or three beers and drive a car because even though you may
first come in here, and that's fine. We're c private organization not connect*! with
rot be legally under the influence according to the law, you have impaired your
any law enforcemen«gencles.The belt thing I can say is we care about people, and
resctionsjust enough to where you might not hit the brake quick enough. Then
especially about Wtothrop students because they're our young people, our future.
it would be too late.
I f t 6:80 Tuesday ewntog. We're rushing through suppv to the csfoteri"
o n run over to Jim's and catch a b u a before happy hour is ° ^ ^ r .
college itudenta with limitedfinancialteiomeee, and 80 cent d a f t b a bargain not
tobemMed.
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Mina Tropp, artist extraordinary
In Dacus library the Wlnthrop College Archives b featuring an exhibit of newspaper

clippings and other memorabilia
relating to Mina Surasky Tropp,
one of the college^ most disUngubhed alumnae. Bom in 1897,

Mrs. Tropp is probably the most
active octogenarian in Aiken,
South Carolina. Currently, in
(act, she Is preparing for a one-

POPS STARS — Four Winthrop College School of Music faculty members rehearse for Pops "79, a
blend or choral and instzum«iul music and mime, which will be at 8 pjn. Friday, May 4 in the Charlotte Civic Center. Gathered around the piano are, from left, Robert Edgerton, Steven Blackmon,
Jerry Helton and Donald Rogers. Edgerton is directing Pops *79 and Helton Is a guest soloist, singing
selections bom Kismet. Of the 90 persons involved in the Pops production, eight are from Rod: Hill.

Chamber music at Spoleto
Charleston, S.C. — Spoleto
Festival, U.S.A. today announced the names of 21 artists who
will participate in the Festival's
immensely popular Chamber
Music Concerts. During the first
two yean of the Festival, the
daily Chamber Music Concerts
were virtual sell-outs at the
Dock Street Theatre. For the
May 25-June 10 1979 Festival,
there will be twice as many
concerts. The daily concerts
will be held at 11 ajn. and 1
pjn.

(cello), Jaime Loredo (violin and
viola), Yo-Yo Ma (cello), Daniel
Phillips (violin), Sharon Robison
(cello), Samuel Sanders (piano),
Gerard Schwartz (trumpet),
Dmitry Sitkovetsky (violin), and
Rudolph Vrtnky (oboe).
"It^s a brilliant group of. artists," says Spoleto's general
manager James T. Kearney.
"Festival audiences will recall
hearing many of these artists
during previous years' Festivals.
We have been fortunate to add
new artists who are certain to
be immediately acclaimed during this year's schedule of 30
concerts."
When he created the Spoleto
Festival dumber m d c concerts In Italy almost 20 years
ago, Charles Wadsworth departed from the tradition of presenting programs of one composer,
one style, or one musical period. Instead, he mixed composers, style* and periods into
an innovative and Bvely series
of programs.

Once again, Paula Robison
and Scott Nlckrenz will codirect the Concert series. The
founder of the series, Charles
Wadsworth, will host most of
the Concerts.
In addition to Ms. Robison
(flute) and Mr. Nlckrenz (viola),
this year's performing artists include Teffan Bronfman (piano),
Stephanie Brown (piano), James
BcsweO (violin), Kitatlne Oe(soprano), Kenneth Cooper (harpsichord), Delphin and
Romain (duo pianists), AlexanChamber Music Concerts will
der Hdler (bassoon), Kim Kashkashlan (violin), Stephen Kates be bald at the Dock Street

Theatre May 26-June 9. Selected chamber music artists will
also perform during a series of
Chamber Music Recitals at the
recently renovated Garden Theatre. The Recitals will be held
at 5 pjn. on May 26, 27, June
1-3,8 and 9.
Tickets are still available for
all Chamber Music programs
except the 11:00 am. concerts
on June 9 and 26; and the 1:00
pjn. concert on June 26. For a
complete schedule of all Spoleto
Festival events sod a ticket
application form, contact Spoleto Tickets, P.O. Box 704,
Charleston, S.C. 29402 (803)
722-2764.

friend she acddentaQy dropped
them on a page of a book Illustrating Chinese doisine vases.
"The manner in which they tell
was such," she later recollected,
"that they appeared arranged in
one of the uses." Out of this
came her work with flora.
In combination. with pastel
backgrounds and accessories she
J e r s e y
J
. J
Mina Tropp never graduated uses the material from the good
from Winthrop, and it can be earth In collage as she would a
argued that she learned more brush stroke. The natural materfrom her husband Halph than ial is mostly one dimensional,
from her college stutfes. During preserving only what the eye
their busy life together, the would see In a painting. Some
Tropps established Dek-Art of the flora she uses Is more
Studios in New York, managed than twenty-five years old. One
the country dub of Charleston, observer commented that "the
S.C. and the Eseesla Lodge In end color, rich and mellow with
Llnville, N.C., and operated the the years, intrigues the eye as
Adams and Oliver Cromwell much and often more than the
Restaurants In New York a t y . once-upon-a-time brightness."
During the depression Mina ' Backgrounds in her paintings are
Tropp worked with the Ameri- deliberately kept soft and uncan Index of Design, which was obtrusive. Silicone Is used to
under the auspices of the WPA. prevent brittleness with the
She illustrated maps of South flora.
Carolina and also Illustrated
A few of Mrs. Tropp's miniaMilby Burton's book on South tures are composed with seaCarolina silversmiths. She was weed. Because seaweed Is so
among those who helped with, delicate these paintings, at first
the restoration of Charleston % glance, appear to be etchings.
historic Dock Street Theatre.
Visitors to her house are often
. Noted humanitarians, the surprised to discover "flowers"
Tropps adopted five children she has fashioned out of onion
orphaned by World War ' II. skins and orange peels.
A skilled fund raiser, Mina
Purists have sometimes critiTropp has rabed tens of thou- cized the nature of her work,
sands of dolkrs for various but appreciative audiences have
charitable causes. Her apart- flocked to her exhibits. The
ment in Aiken Is full of scrolls noted critic Garth Cate wrote of
of appreciation for her various one of her exhibits that it was a
charitable endeavors and on the "gentle tour de force" and an
walls of the front room are per- "exercise la creative aesthetics."
sonally autographed pictures of In 1962 John Craft, director of
such notables as Eleanor Roose- the Columbia (SC) Museum of
velt and Golda Meir.
Art exulted about her show at
It Is, however, Mina Tropp's his museum, "Let me underline
talent as an artist that has caused over and over again that this is
her to be included in Who's Who one of the moat delightful and
In American Women and in the surprising exhibitions you will
International Dictionary of Bio- ever hope to put on the wall,
graphy and has caused several ft has an intlmlate charm that
prestigious museums in Canada sells Itself to every visitor."
and the United States to purRecently Mrs. Tropp was the
chase her works for their star of a conference on aging.
permanent collections. Mina Her vibrancy inspired many In
Tropp Is probably the nation's the audience years younger than
foremost expat on painting she. How does she do It? "I
with preserved flora.
love nature," she admits. "I
Her interest in this distinc >ove people. I love all of life."
tive art form came by aeddent. "I can find more material in
Once as she was about to send half a block than others could
some pressed flowers to a find in miles." And so she can.
woman show of her paintings.
Such shows, however, are probably old hat to her, for her
works have been displayed at the
prestigious Kennedy Galleries In
New York, the Brooklyn
Botanic Gardens, and museums
and colleges in South Carolina,
New York, Georgia, and New

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

OSTUrS MCYCIK SNOT
N«w U O H N 1051 ( M M AH.

CLOSER TO SERVE YOU BETTER
Offering <fefinestin bicydes
Motorxxed Bikes & Quality Repair*
32M7S*

See Us About Working On
THE JOHNSONIAN.
Coll 323-2284
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Spring fling
The annual Winthrop CoUege
Spring Fling will be held at the
Shack on Saturday, April 28,
according to Kathey Koon,
Special Event* Chairman. Gate*
will open at 12:00, but activities
will begin at 1:00 and last until
5:00.
Koon said that two bands.
Plum Hollow and the Putnam
County Pickets, will provide
music for the event. Plum
Hollow wDl perform from IKK)
to 3:00 and the Putnam County
Pickers will finish out the afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00.
Koon announced the cost for
beer -as 25 cents per cup, with
Cokes selling for 5 cents. At
3:30, hotdogi will go on sale
for 25 cents. According to
Koon, beer will be sold this year
in an attempt to get people
involved in the Fling for fun
rather than just drinking as in
past yean.
The Tournament and Games
Committee claims that the
games for this year's Fling are a
and join in the fun.
Special Events chairman
Koon also announced that in
case of rain, the Spring Fling
will be held in McBryde.

News briefs
nd

Danccs

Charlie Brown's Carolina w
" ^
Disco recently completed a tour
win <je the comof the Midwest and is one of PWe show which includes
the most well-known shows strobes, a light show, a fog
touring the East coast.
machine and a bubble machine.

Patricia M. Caldwell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.B.
Caldwell, Sr., of New EUenton, w,_. perform as the accompanist in a recital Monday, April 23 at 8 pjn. in Winthrop
College Recital Hall.
Miss Caldwell, a junior majoring in piano pedagogy,
will pity as part of her w ork for a bachelor of music degree.
She has been on the dean's list and Is the accompanist
tor the Winthrop College Chorus.

Chorale sings Europe
High school and collage-age students can sing their way
across Europe this summer through a program organized
at Winthrop College.
Robert Edgerton, director of choral activities at Winthrop, is planning his second European concert tour in
July for the Carolina Youth Chorale.
The chorale, which is open to North and South Carolina
singers who have completed the 10th grade and college-age
musicians, will visit Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, France and Holland for 15 days of sightseeing,
cultural activities and concert performances under Edgerton's direction.
The group will leave Charlotte, N.C, July 5 enroute to
Holland and return to Charlotte July 19. The trip will
cost about $1,175 including round-trip air transportation,
private motor coaches, English-speaking escorts, accommodations and most meals.
For mote information, contact Edgerton at the School
of Music, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S.C. 29733 or call
(803) 323-2255.

LAST DANCE
Din kins Program Board is
sponsoring Charlie Brown's
Carolina Disco to be held in
McBiyde on Thursday, April
26 at 3:30. Admission is free
with a WCID and $1 for guests.
Refreshments will be served.

Caldwell performs

THE LADY OF LARKSPUR LOTION" CAST MEMBER—
Kathy Bishop of Sumter perfoons a aecoe bom "The Lady of
Larkspur Lotion,"* comedy by Tcnneane Williams. The play was
performed April 13 as part of the Director's Showcase, a
Winthrop CoUege production directed by advanced drama students. (Winthrop College photo by Joel Nichols)

IBOONES
' SUNOCO
Complete Auto
Service

The Very
Best Auto
Mechanics

Coldest Beer In Town
Snack Stop Open 24 Hours
Drinks, Munchies, Cigarettes
Next To Winthrop At
Cherry Rd. and Oakland Ave.

Spoleto setting records
Charleston, S.C. - In its first two weeks of mail order
ticket sales, Spoleto Festival U.S.A. 1979 has set a new
sales record. According to L x Office Manager Richard
Robison, over $250,000 In tickets have been sold In the
past two weeks.
"Well start mailing tickets the first week in April,'
said Robison. "Fortunately, good seats are still available
for almost all performances." The Festival has & gross
sales potential of slightly over $1 million, so that approximately 25 percent of the tickets have been sold at this
date. The Festival's budget anticipates total ticket sales of
$650,000.
Robison noted that two performances are already sold
out: the May 26 opening night performance of "The
Medium" and the Rachmaninoff Concert on June 2. "We
are deeply gratified by the response to this year's Festival,"
said Robison. "We have plenty of tickets left, and we urge
everyone to send in their ticket orders as soon as possible."
Complete program and ticket information is available by
contacting S;x>leto Festival U.S.A., P.O. 3ox 704, Charleston, S.C. 29402 (803) 722-2764.
Finally, Robison said that response has been good to
the accommodations service being provided by the Trident
Chamber of Commerce. By telephoning one number,
577-0018, out-of-towners may arrange for accommodations during the Festival.

Evening of poetry
An evening of poetry, written and read oy local poets,
will be held on Monday, April 30, 1979, at 8 pjn. In the
Baptist Campus Ministry, 620 West Oakland Avenue, Rock
Hill, S.C., according to Dr. John Sargent of the communications department. Grace Beacham Freeman, Susan
Ludvigsonv Eitelle Martin, and Anne Elizabeth Murdy will
read from published and unpublished works.
Sargent said that the program will be presented under
the auspices of the Baptist Campus Ministry. Admission is
free and the program is open to the public.

Schedule includes Drama
The Winthrop Drama Department is offering three
courses this summer from June 4 to July 6, Session B,
which were not included in the summer schedule bulletin.
Dra. 221, Drama Appreciation, will be taught by Dr.
Christopher Reynolds from 9:40 to 11:10 M-F and Dra.
520, Art of the Film, will be taught by Dr. Les Reynolds
at 11:20 M-F.
The minimum enrollment for each course is 10 people.
If Dra. 223 meets the enrollment requirement, there will
also be a summer theatre production. All students are encouraged to sign up early.
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News briefs
Phi Upsii'rt Omicron
Phi Upsilon Omicron, Home Economics Honor Society,
win hold its monthly meeting April 26, according to
Gloria Golightly. Publicity Chairman.
H e meeting will be held at Mrs. Hassenplugr house at
6:00 pjn.," said Golightly.

Review of paperbacks
The Paperback Collection at Dacus Library is under
review, according to Reference Librarian Patricia Ridge-

-rmr

namenr^

** Ridge way, chairman of the committee, said that a
library committee Is studying the collection to decide
whether to discontinue the collection, keep it as it is,
or make changes in its organization, circulation, and selection procedures.
"The collection was instituted to provide students,
staff, and faculty with recreational reading from popular
works that the library generally would not purchase for
its permanent collection," said Ridgeway. "The committee
wUl be surveying library users to see how well the collection fulfills its purpose and to solicit suggestions for its
improvement."
Ridgeway said, "If you use the Paperback Collection
and want to have a say in its future, stop by the library
or reference desks and fill out a short questionCAR-TRUCK-TRACTOR-SMALL ENGME circulation
naire."

FULL UNE OF REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR YOUR
WE ALSO HAVE PARTS FOR IMPORTS

CHERRY ROAD AUTO PARTS, INC.
EB
366-3105 HH
1453 CHERRY RD.

ROCK HILL, S.C.

Voice recital

Soprano Donna Hobeika, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
FJ3. Hobeika, Jr. of Dillon will give a voice redtal at 8
pjn. Monday, April 23, in Recital Hall at Wlnthrop College.
Open to the public free of charge, the recital will indude
works by Schubert, Chousson and Wolf.
A senior in the School of Music, lib. Hobeika is president of the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship and c member of the Winthrop Chorale and the Winthiop annual

mm

Take Oo? Orders

327-1450

Spring and Summer events:

ivory Tuesday Happy Hour Draft-All Night 6-dosing
Backgammon Tournaments Dart Board Tournaments
" Waitress Service at night starting May 1st (after 6)

Entertainment Calender:
April 27 — Steve Dnncan
April 28 - Day Dream

May 4-5 - Brian Heskey
Jane 8-9 - David Bethamy

Jane 22-23 —
Rob Crosby Group
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Phi Kappa Phi
holds inductions
Forty-five candidates were inducted into the Wlnthrop
Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi
Honorary during the Spring
Initiation on April 12, 1979 In
the Recital Hall, according to
Charlotte Pfelfer, sponsor.
Forty-five candidates were inducted by Chapter President
Luckett Davis.
Juniors Initiated were Denise
Abbott, W. Columbia; Donna
Maria Blser, Conway; Hizabeth
Wylly Bultman, Sumter; Martha
Marie Campbell, Rock Hill;
Susan Evatt, Pendleton; Constance A. Finocchl, Rock Hill.
Also, Portia Gardner, Kershaw; Angela Elaine Hendrix,
Aiken; Nancy Jean Herndon,
Rock Hill; Jane Cline Kleckley,
Charlotte, N.C.; Terrye Lamb,
Rock Hill; Michael H. McSwaln,

Rock Hill; Beverly Dantzler Osborne, Fort Lawn; Carol Teresa
Owens, Camden. Also inducted
were Joyce E. Plyer, Monroe,
N.C.; Melanle Kay Reid, North
Augusta; Janice Marie Risso,
Summerville; Karen Seay, Woodruff; Deborah Alice Veno, BennettsvUle; Phyllis Marie Wactdr,
Dover, Delaware; Roxie. Jane
Young, Bradley.
Seniors initiated were Emily
Jean Anderson, Beaufort; Leslie
Milton Baum, Charleston; Kay
Caasidy, Rock Hill; Patricia S.
EUer, Lugoff; Judith Ward Ferguson, Gastonla, NX3.; George
Russell Goodman, Rock Hill;
Janle Morrow Hatchell, Rock
Hill; Judith N. Klrkpatrick,
Potomac, Maryland. Other seniors included Janls B. Parsons,
Rock Hill; David Simonson,

Fort Mttl; Craig F, Stephens,
Mauldin; Karen M. Stewart,
Gastonia, N.C.; Betsy A. Walden, Wingate, N.C.; Julie Youso,
Rock Hill.
Graduate students initiated
were Sarah McEver Danner
Florence; Karen Gamer Hauer
sperger, Charlotte, N.G.; Brenda
Martin Humphries, Rock Hill
Meredith Ann Lahmann, Rock
Hill; Joanne M. Metger, Campo
bello; Godwin Okebaram Uwah
Tallahassee, Fla.
Distinguished Faculty initi
ated was Shirley M. Tarlton
College Librarian.
Following the induction ceremony, a reception was held
honoring the new member, their
patents, spouses, and guests.

Winthrop grad named
associate athletic director
"Being a Wlnthrop graduate I
believe in the Winthrop program,
the Winthrop tradition, and I
know that Winthrop has a good,
sound, basic educational background and that* number one,"
says 1968 Winthrop graduate
Ann Ellerbe.
EUerbe was named associate
athletic director, field hockey
coach, and basketball coach last
week. She succeeds Mary Roland
Griffin as head of the women's
program. Griffin had previously
announced her intentions of returning to full-time teaching as
had field hockey coach Maebeita Bobb. Ellerbe succeeds
Linda Warren as head basketball coach.
"I felt like it was In the best
interest of the athletic department to seek somebody who
was not currently connecte-l
with Winthrop College," said
athletic director Meld Gordon,
"since we were combining the
Associate Athletic Director and
coach positions into •
full-time job we were looking for
someone who has experience In
both arees we were fortunate
that Coach EUerbe Is interested
in field hockey and will be able
to coach that sport also."
Ellerbe came to Wlnthrop
highly recommended as a person
asweU *> « administrator.

She exuded charm and enthusiasm In a recent interview.
There are a lot of things that
people have to look forward to
in the athletic program," said
EUerbe. "It* growing, it* exciting, and we're on our way
up."
After completion of her bachelor's d egree in physical education at Wlnthrop, EUerbe accepted a physical education teaching
and coaching position at JX.
Mann High. She remained there
for eight years before she enroUed at Appalachian State
University in 1976, to work on.
a master's degree in physical
education. As a graduate assistant at Appalachian State, she
served as an assistant to the
women* athletic director, assistant basketbaU coach, and assistant Intramural director. Upon
completion of her master's in
1978, she returned to J.L. Mann
High.

year.
"I've always wanted to be on
a college level after my graduate
assistantship at Appalachian,"
said EUerbe. "I got a taste of
it then and knew that* where I
wanted to head. It was a goal
that I had and I wanted to complete that goal. This was the
perfect opportunity."

While she may set personal
goals, EUerbe is hesitant to set
a goal for her teams next year.
"I dont know any of the
girls," she said. "And you never
want to set a goal too high.
Within yourself you can, but
you cant reaUy want anybody
else to know it."
Recruiting is what really got
EUerbe interested in working on
the college level.
"She has the personality and
attitude a coach needs to recruiting and public relations and I
think that* very important,"
said Gordon.
At J.L. Mann High, ber
"If you believe in your prothree-year basketbaU coaching gram," EUerbe said, "then you
won-loss record was 53-12. She can sell it."
was named Region II AAAA
coach of the year In 1976. For
four yean, she was assistant
Another foil-time coach will
tennis coach (state champions be hired to coach the voUeybaU
in 1978). EUerbe also served as team, assiit with basketball, and
track coach for two yean and coach aofthall. Gordon said,
assistant volleyball coach for one "Applications are being taken
for this position, and Mks EUerbe win help screen the appliWmtbrop alumni to be honored
cants to select the person for
this position."
The dty of Charleston wfll j Lunch wtt be h the old secGordon added that Wlnthrop
honor Wlnthrop College alumni tion of Charleston, followed by College will be the orJy South
and Mewls on Saturday, May a walking tour of the Hugenot Carolina college other than USC
Church,
the
Heywardto have two full-time women in
The aU-dey event, sponsored Washlngton House and six other the department of athletics.
historical
home*.
The
day wBl
by The Tradd Street hmiand
EUerbe Is looking forward to
the Prseerration Society of Char- conclude with a wine and cheeee August 15, her official starting
Moo,- wUl begin at 11 ajn. at reception from 4-6 pjn. in the date. "My job will be to coorPhysldan* Auditorium at the garden of The Tradd Street dinate the athletics with the
College of Charleston with a
student body and the dty of
symposium and lecture on CharCost for the day k $5 which Rock H1U. We want to get
leston art and furniture.
everything so that people are
Lorraine Pearce of Betheada, does not Include hotel or motel working together to promote
Md„ wUl give a slide and lec- reservations or lunch.
For more Information, con- Wlnthrop College and Wlnthrop
ture presentation on American
athletics. We want to develop
furniture. Nancy Smith of tact the Alumni Office, Win- something that* exciting for
Charleston will lecture on Char- throp CoUefe, Rock Hill, S.C. everybody."
29733 or ctll (803) 323-2145.
leston art.

New dogwood trees blossom in front of Alumni house. (Photo by
Bonnie Jerdan)

Physical plant news
BY RICHARD A. PODMORE
Physical Plant Director Bill
Culp requested student cooperation on two topics and
announced the planting of dogwood trees last week and the
completion of water line installation.
Culp urged that residents of
the high-rise dorms obey the
12-person elevator capacity. He
said that when the elevator is
overloaded, it automatically
stops. Culp claimed that "the
12 person limit is for the safety
and convenience of the dorm
residents."
Culp also suggested that students should not park on the
grass fields at the Shack or any
other athletic field. He said that
the can leave ruts which damage
the grass and the lawnmowers
used to cut the grass.
"We've just gotten the grass
In nice shape, and with a little
help we can keep It that way,"

Culp said. He added that the
less time spent repairing Wlnthrop* new nine gang mower,
the more time can be spent
doing jobs which benefit Wlnthrop students, faculty, and
staff.
Culp announced that the dogwood trees donated by the
Class of 1941 have been planted
and are in bloom. The trees,
located in front of the Alumni
House and at the South Gate of
the campus, were donated in
memory of Mrs. Anne W. White,
president of the Class of 1941.
Plain ting of the 30 pink and
white dogwoods is part of the
annual campus beautiflcation
program.
According to Culp, the water
Unes for which endless trenches
and sidewalk barricades were
made are now In operation.
The project was a success and
Culp said he hopes that everyone dae is enjoying the water
as much as be Is.

Tatler delivery delayed
The IV-ler will be delayed cooperation."
Book* may stBI be reservad
due to a slow do* a in production at the plant, according to by caBing Janice Yoder, 3114,
Amy Usaejy, associate edits*. or Amy Usaery, 8340.
"As of now, the hook* wW
be shipped Into Wlnthrop on
Mr/ 21," «dd Ussery. "Students wishing to pk* up a book
during summer school may do so
by going to the Dlnkius Student
Doagim Studio
Center."
Ussery said that seniors and
Tatler Photagraphei
students not returning to Wlnthrop are asked to stop by the
Color, Gold Tone
mnMn« information Center and
Black & White
fill out a card with your address.
"The Tatler will also be disPlacement Photos
tributed to students in the fall
of next year," Ussery said. "We
are sorry the book has been delayed and would appreciate your

..
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ZTA-"Zeta Tau Alpha"
special Olympics st North- from the Gamma Phi Chapter
western High School !n Rock at North Texas SUte University who is still active In the orZeU Tau Alpha was founded Hill and other major activities.
ganization and its many events.
by nine women who shared a The fraternity has committed
"Once a ZeU, always a ZeU is a
great desire to bring about an their national support to the
slogan used by all chapters that
organization to instill leadership, National Association for Retardresponsibility and maturity In ed Children, a group with exemplifies ZeU is forever,"
young ladies. Zeta is not a unique young people's program, said Reginia League, fund raising
sorority, as some people may called YOUTH-NARC. ZeU Tau chairman for Winthrop's ZeU
think, but it is a fraternity for Alpha's experience with national Chapter. "Once you become
women. Winthrop College is very service projects began in 1828, involved in the fraternity you
fortunate to have tills organiza- with the Health Center in want to remain active in such an
Currin Valley, Smyth County, honorable and reputable organition for young ladles.
Zeta has much to offer Inter- Virginia. Support for the center zation."
Though ZeU chapters are
ested young ladies. The Zeta took the form of personal and
looking for all types of young
Tau Alpha Foundation has given monetary donations. In 1947,
ladies to join their organizaover $77,000 in scholarship ZeU Tau Alpha began Its tion there are a few requiregrants to 364 young women twenty-three year association ments. (tee must have an attiwith
the
National
Society
for
which proves that Zeta entude of compatibility due to the
courages true achievement. Re- Crippled Children and Adults, fact sorority life is a challenge
glnia League, who is an Inc. (the Easter Seal Society).
just as anything worth attaining
•
Inspired
by
the
example
of
office holding member of the
One must be willing to
Zeta chapter at Winthrop, has national service, local collegiate is.
work hard and volunteee their
found that being a "Zeta" has and alumni chapters take on time. A grade point average of
been very rewarding. "Zeta has projects in their own communi- 2.0 is required. "ZeU Tau Alpha
helped me meet many interest- ties, often becoming involved is looking for well-rounded
ing people," said Miss League. with two or three organizations young ladies with ambition,"
"One of Zeta* main goals here each year just as the Winthrop said Susan Sumner, a charter
on campus is to involve all chapter has done.
For many ZeU alumnae, member in Winthrop's chapter.
students in activities that will
Ann Peay said that ZeU
help hring our student body philanthropic service plays the
most
meaningful role in the appealed to her because of the
closer." Miss League also said
unlimited
opportunities offered
alumnae
lives
.
.
.
so
much
so
she feels Zeta Instills ambitious
leadership in women with the that "thinking in terms of all by ZeU Tau Alpha. "I have seen
gKi
in
my
chapter become to
mankind"
has
become
second
desire to achieve goals.
Zeta members are very active nature. This is what the local experience long lasting friendin campus and community chapters try to Instill in their ships with other girls in other
events. They have participated members. Phyllis George, Miss chapters, across the state," said
in "wheeling and dealing", a America 1971 b an alumni Miss Peay. "Fifteen girls from
drive tor muscular dystrophy. member of ZeU Tau Alpha Winthrop's chapter traveled to
BY STEPHANIE GILES

"We dont want anyone to
feel that our organization Is
one that is snobbish or "stuckup","said Miss League. "We"
want to give the appearance of
young ladles that are friendly
because we are."
The ZeU Tau Alpha chapter
members at Winthrop have their
own chapter room located In
Margaret Nance dormitory. Here
the young ladies hold their
meetings to organize their functions sponsored by ZeU. "We
are supervised by our chapter
leader who helps us select
interesting fund drives and projects," said League, "It is under
her guidance and leadership that
enables us to be the best women's fraternity."
"We feel that our organization proves to produce successful women of tomorrow who
will have much to contribute
to the worid," said league.
"As our creed sUtes we try to
ZeU Tau Alpha also helps
realize that within our grasp,
their new members to establish themselves in the frater- in ZeU Tau Alpha, lies the
nity. Any way a fellow member opportunity to leam these things
can offer her help In the way which will ever enrich and enof studies, activities or personal noble our lives; to be true to
problems she will. Each old ourselves, and to those within
member takes a new member and without our circle; to think
during Initiation as her little in terms of all mankind and our
sister to assist them. "This is service to the worid."
when a new member begins to
feel the sisterhood that ZeU Tau
Alpha offers," said Reginia
League.

Charleston, South Carolina to
join other Zetas in South Carolina for a day of festive activities." "This enables girls to
develop a sisterrelationshipthat
results in life long friendships,
said Pam Beyer, another member
of Winthrop's chapter that
attended the event.
Pam Beyer said that she felt
ZeU had definitely instilled a
sense of responsibility in her.
Pam holds the office of the
director of pledge programming.
Pam also said that it was hard
for her to become motivated
to study with the required 2.0
point average in ZeU she has to
keep this thought In mind and
study so to accomplish her own
goals. ZeU also has a hand in encouraging its members
to
study by giving rewards for
improvements in their grade
point average.

The Igbos are here
Amalu is a Christian and he
can have only one wife. "If
The Igbos are here. Many I start fooling around and say
Winthrop students are unaware, I'm going to get a second wife,
but they encounter the Igbo my wife can file for a divorce
everyday. Igbo is as foreign to like the American women,"
Americans as the slang term Amalu said.
"dude" is to the Igbo.
Austin Amalu is a part of
Because of inflation, he said,
the Igbo tribe. He is from the the people of his country often
Eastern part of Nigeria. He has have only one wife. There are
been in the U.S. since 1976 and many kids that now choose to
is one of the many Nigerians go to school. The more wives
that are students at Winthrop.
the more children and the less
As a foreign student, Amalu likely you are able to afford
had to adjust to many things. school.
There are many differences in
Amalu said there are many
his culture and the American people of his tribe that do go
culture.
to school, and foi this reason
Amalu said that the family the Igbo are very well edusystem Is wry different. They cated. Many students of Nigeria
have several different religions. wish to study in the U.S. "If
There are Christian!,, Moslems, you see Ave Nigerians, four will
and Pagans. Unlike the U.S., probably be from the Igbo
these religions allow more than tribes."
one wife. In Nigeria, depending
on the religion, a person can
have as many wives as he wants.
He said the schools in the
-Many Americans may feel U.S. are different from the
one wife is enough, Amalu schools in Nigeria. The primary
said, but hi Nigeria, the more school he attended was extremewives the higher the social ly strict, he said. "The teachers
status. Also, he said, not all in Nigeria demand respect," he
Nigerians have many wives. said. "To hand a paper to a
teacher with the right hand was
a sign of disrespect."
WANTED
BY RENEE SOWELL

A Part-Time Sales Girl At
Horseshoe Game Sat Up
Greenhouse houses
Home Carpentry
For More Information
Call OTIS MATTHEWS
324-1354

Amalu said the instructors
at Winthrop are very helpful.
"I can call them at any time and
they will help," he said.
He said that at Winthrop
there is a more relaxed atmosphere. Here, he said, the emphasis is on getting the knowledge,
and in his country the emphasis is on passing the
exams.

Amalu said there are many
difficulties he had to overcome.
The most difficult was conquering the slang terminology. He
said that many students laughed
because he could not understand. In one instance there
were two guys talking and they
repeatedly used the term "white
dude" and "black dude." Amalu
didn't understand so he asked
what was meant by "white
dude" and "black dude." Theboys laughed and then they
explained.
Also, he said, his teacher was
telling a joke and she mentioned
Paul Harvey, so he asked, "Who
is Paul Harvey?" The entire
class burst into laughter. Later
he understood why they laughed: Paul Harvey is on TV all the
time.
Amalu is now adjusted to the
customs but will be leaving this
year. Amalu is a senior. He said
that Winthrop has been good to
him. Amalu has won many
honors. He has made the Dean's
List each semester. He has made
Vho's Who and has won several
awards for his work with the
Model UN.
From here he will go to
New York to study for hi*
Masters. After obtaining a M.D.
he will return home. He said he
hopes to be able to help his
country.
When asked to sum up his
feelings about Winthrop he s«id,
"I think I belong to Winthrop
forever; I may not be here
physically, but Winthrop wfll
always be a part of me."

Winthrop student Austin
(Photo by Tim Hartis)
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ock Hillian returns
that the counseling service is
there and it doesn't take an imbay I have your attention, mense problem to necessitate its
Be? I'd like you all to give a use.
Dr. Wells has been married
an welcome to Dr. BID
p , Winthrop "B new director for three years. He and his wife,
who
is currently a computer
Ee Counseling Center.
He is a former resident of
b Hill, having moved here
* he got out of the service.
Be here, he attended USCluster. He has also attend•JSC and Furman, and stated
ft he wouldVe attended WinBp had it been open to men
pie time.
for. Wells holds quite a few
pressive credentials which, I'm
fe, more than qualify him for
f present portion. He is the
Ider of a BS in Psychology, a
Isters in Clinical Psychology, a
LD. in Counselor Education;
[ also holds a license to
iictice Psychology.
• Having worked at USC for
ro years at Clemson for three
sars, Dr. Wells said that he
lose Winthrop College for a
imber of reasons. "There is an
ccellent service here, the people
jre are pleasant, and Winthrop
ollege has excellent growth
Dtential. Another thing would
e the directorship and the
rowth potential for me." He
ent on to state that he was
[so impressed with President
r
ail and Dr. Littlejohn.
Dr. Wells stated that he
ranted the students to know
MARIE A. GOODSON

programmer at Clemson, own a
springer spaniel.
The Counseling Center is
located in 214 Bancroft and this
service is available for all students.

Why would an adoptee want to search for his or her real
parents? The answer is simple. Because they w n t t o k n o w first
who they are. While they may have an established life in a nice
family, they never stop wondering. They never look in a mirror
without wondering if they in some way resemble their P"™*They never meet people without wondering if they are in some
way related to them. Sometimes the adoptee develops a low
opinion of himseir because he doesnt know hh origin. How can
he believe in himself when he doesn't know who that is.
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Where:
When:

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

While many questions remain unanswered Adoptees are beginning their search for identity. The problem that most of them
have is where to start. There are many approaches thrt could be
taken. One could begin by going through the^optkmagencyln
charge of their adoption. This only provides a description ofthe
parents and not anything which could be used to identify them.
As soon as an Adoptee is eighteen he or she can go to rouit and
petition to open the adoption files. This is very expensive and it
usually doesnt bring any results. The best channel to go through
is one of the organized adoptee search groups in the country.
There are many, such as ALMA, Orphan Voyage in Cedaredge
and Yesterday's Children. They have contacts with many Moptees and with many of the original parents. They usually have a
relatively small fee and are very often successful.
Adoptees are not a new radical group in America. They are
simply a group of everyday people who want the
"
everyone else In the country. They want the P ^ ° f J ^ ' h £
comes from having a starting point. Not every Adoptee wants to
find his real parents, but the ones who do are not being given a
fair opportunity.

BEER .25

8L
L
O
W

The issue affecting Adoptees in America the most is the law
concerning adoption files. In most states an Adoptee is not allowed to see his original birth certificate or his adoption papers unless he can show an outstanding reason why he needs to, such as
for medical reasons. In many states the Adoption files are sealed
and cannot be opened again for any reason. The question is are
there taws fair? Does a person not have the right to know who
their parents are and why they were given up? Can an Amwtan
be denied the peace of mind that comes from having established
roots?

James Parruh's
Flowerland
ACROSS FROM
RICHARDSON HALL

Shack
S a t . A p r i l 28

Admission: WCID 1 guest/ID
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SGA installations
BY JEFF CLARK
The otrcmonla (or the installation of next year's Student
Government Association officers
were conducted in Dinkins Auditorium Monday, April 16.
President Veil begin the program by acknowledging the
various achievements of the past
yen's officers. Vail also commended these officers for their
unselfishness in duty remarking

that many of them would not
be around "to enjoy the fruits
of their labors."
The
departing
officers
individually recognised the acoompUshmenta of the SQA while
mentioning their assurance that
next year* officers will contribute greatly to the Student
Government.
Each new officer was sworn
in by previous office holders:
-Julie Gilbert as SGA Attorney-

General by Dan Urscheler;
Jlmmle Williamson as SGA VicePresident by Debbie Grimes;
and John Hayee as SGA President by Dan Urscheler. After
the installations, incoming SGA
Resident Hayes remarked that
he bad a lot of help getting this
far and he hoped the help
wouldn't stop now.
A reception for officers and
observers w « held on the landtag outside the auditorium.

J\CTION1INE

|

Question:
Will graduating seniors receive their grade reports before the
graduation ceremony on Saturday?
Answer:
No. Grade re porta fear all students are proceaaed at the name
time. They are generally mailed toward the end of the week
immediately following the last week of daises.
Jane N.Tucker
Director of Records and Registration

WC chorale auditions

Julie Gilbert is being sworn into her new office of SC * Attorney General by former President
Dan Urscheler. Jimmie Williamson (left), newly elected SGA Vice-President, and John
Hayes,
1979-80 SGA President, look on.

Auditions for 1979-80 membership in the Wtnthrop College
Chorale and the Wlnthrop
Singers will be held Tuesday,
April 24, from 11 ajn. to 1
pjn. in room 201 of the School
of Music, according to Robert
Edgerton. Applicants should be
prepared to sing a song of their
choice and should sign up for an
audition time on the School of
Music Office bulletin board. An
accompanist will be available.
Persons unable to attend the
regular auditions may arrange a
special audition by contacting
Edgerton at 2255.
According to Edgerton, the
Wlnthrop College Chorale performs outstanding choral master
works and innovative contemporary compositions. The fiftyvoice group has been selected to
sing at the state music convention in Columbia and at the
American Choral Directors
Association Southern Division
Convention in Atlanta. During

1979-80 the Chorale will perform at the South Carolina
Intercollegiate Choral Festival at
Furman and will ting the Faure
Requiem and Vaughan Williams
Five Mystical Songs with the
Charlotte Symphony.
The Wlnthrop Singers, a
popular entertainment group of
16 vocalists and Instrumentalists,
performs music from Broadway,
jazz, rock, folk songs, and popular songs. As Wlnthrop's "Musical Ambassadors," the group
singi freouenily off campus,
most notably - at the 1978
Music Educators National Convention in Chicago.
No audition is necessary to
join thfr seventy-voice Wlnthrop
Chorus, a general ensemble
which performs sacred works,
opera choruses, folk songs, and
popular music.
Edgerton added that music
ensembles carry one hour of
academic credit and are open to
all Winthrop students.

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
WORKING TO SERVE YOU BETTER
A brief senate meeting was held April 11. Senate President
Debhje Grimes began the meeting with committee reports, then
moved on into old business.
Old business consisted of two bills and one recommendation. The bill concerning the elimination of class officers was
signed by both SGA president Dan Urscheler and President
Vail. Vail and Urscheler also signed the bill to allocate salaries
to both SAC and elections board chairperson. However, Vail did
not sign the recommendation suggesting that wheelchair ramps
be constructed at some of the otherwise inaccessible locations
on campus. He returned the recommendation accompanied by
a letter stating that he was waiting for further action from tbo
state.
During the process of old business, Grimes also announced
that the date for the report on the workings of the Winthrop
College Physical Plant will be extended until April 25th.
Grimes then proceeded into new business. The charter for
the Alpha Kappa Pi fraternity was to be voted on. Senator
Sisco, also president of Alpha Kappa Pi, spoke out in favor of
posing the charter. The campus review committee also recommended pasting the charter, as did Greek council. The charter
was voted on and passed unanimously.
Following this Grimes moved into announcements. The SGA
Leadership Awards were discussed. They wfll follow practically
the tana format aa the Sullivan Awards with the major difference being that the Sullivan Awards are given to seniors only.
The SGA Leadership Awards wffl be given to one male and one.
female from an aay class who have served Wlnthrop College
outstandingly.
Jimmy Williamson then remarked that this was Senate President Debbie Grimes' last meeting and that she had done an
outstanding job.

ROCK HLL MALL

Theatre production
The Winthrop Theatre will
produce "Dr. Vanilla* Short
Tall-Tales," a musical play by
Wlnthrop
drama
professor
Christopher Reynolds, Saturday,
April 28 at 10:40 and 12:15 In
Johnson Hall.

This version of Reynold's
"Dr. Vanilla" series was written
especially for The Pied Piper*
journey through the arts-an allcity festival for children sponsored by the R.H. Fine Arts
Association.

14 ox. Denim and Other Fabrics
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Marijuana: multi-billion cash crop
cultivation," says NORML's r Even the staid Forbes recognizes for the district that includes
Frank Floramonti. 'They're ti e profitability of pot. Last Humboldt County.
HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CA places of marginal agricultural year it reported that the rolling
Currently, Alaska is the only
(CPS) — This is redwood coun- importance, like Humboldt paper industry had topped $200 state that allows cultivation for
try. The hashmarks left by County, (or) an area in Ohio million, and that the reason for personal consumption.
Surprisingly, observers like
loggers are still visible as is the where five years ago people the record was that "fat joints
Floramonti predict that legalidepression that came to these
zed cultivation will occur first
sleepy towns with names like
Weott, Pepperwood and Garber- 'Last year it teas reported that the rolling
not in California, but in the
moonshine country of Arkansas
ville when the logging industry
or Kentucky. Sugar increases
i n d u s t r
tolrt o f r o S a r a M e d ^ S ° , P°Per
y h a d topped
$200 million
and
have cut into the profitability
of liquor and Treasury departHumboldt County Is now experment investigators like Warren
ienclng a renaissance, an organic that the reason for the record was that
McConnell of Tennessee say
El Dorado sparked by a new
moonshiners are switching to
cash crop: marijuana.
marijuana. They're planting
Last year, the local constabu- "fat joints are out'
acres of it, he says.
lary harvested 15 tons of pot
A government agent in Virand estimated they missed
/
ginia relates a similar prophetic
another 60 tons-a figure local were shooting hippies."
are out."
tale:
"A while back we put some
growers amend upwards to 150
"Even some very responsible
THE SHADOW INDUSTRY
tons. What is being grown is
Marijuana is a multi-billion members of the Chamber of boys out who were running the
•sinsemllla.' literally spanish'for dollar shadow industry, and a Commerce have asked me whe- largest still captured in the
"without seeds." Produced by tax-free one, too. The National ther it wouldn't make sense to county, and they went right
practicing a form of botaclcal Institute of Drug Abuse esti- decriminalize it and use it to back into marijuana."
Kentucky legislators concernvictodanism-ail male plants are mates that 15 million Americans diversify the economy, broaden
removed and the unfertile*', smoke the weed regularly. The the tax base and create jobs in ed with their constituents' stanfemales sublimate their sexual FDA ranks marijuana, behind
energy Into THC-sinsemllla is General Motors and Exxon in "Sorne very responsible members of the
plupotent and sells for about terms qf gross profit. And
$150-$250 an ounce. A healthy apparently, if the Mercedes
plant yields a pound. A farmer Benzes and pick-ups parked Chamber of Commerce have asked me
with 50 plants can bank close to along the main street of Garberville are to be believed, not all
$50,000.
With figures like that, it's the funny money is disappear- whether it wouldn't make sense to
not surprising that reefer mad- ing into the attache cases of the
ness is now retail madness. mob. Marijuana has created a
decriminalize it and to diversify
Southwestern Oregon estimated cottage industry of such magnimarijuana revenues at $70 tude it can support a $500
million. Farther south, Santa million dollar subsidiary indus- the economy.
Barbara harvested six tons of try in paraphernalia. The proof
of this potent mix is found in
sinsemDla last year.
"Load economies are already the glossy pages of High Times, this high unemployment area," dard of living can browse
through a marijuana feasibility
being propped up by marijuana Head, and Dealer magazines. xays Berry Keane, state senator
study authored by one Gatewood Galbralth, who argues
that po* is ideal for tobacco
states. He proposed a growing
allotment of 200 pounds per
person. While recognizing that
the debate over decriminalization has contributed to public
acceptance of pot, Galbralth
argues that a far better reason
for cultivation is the depression
being this country.
"TT» present media focus on
decriminalization is a waste of
time," he says. "That concept
does not even acknowledge
continued problems with mariBY JAY STEVENS

Catalog of unique, nostalgic, and

specialty items—many collector items
with good invesiment possibilities.

Items include: coins, stamps, antiques,

juana smuggling, adulterated
products, consumer rip-orts,
huge profits to organized crime,
inflated prices . . . and the continued exclusion of our farmers
bom supplying an already existent multi-billion dollar agricultural market within the US."
There are probably few marijuana smokers who, in the daze
of an imported high, haven't
fantasized about the form of a
legal industry might take: dope
supermarkets; headshops that
function Bice liquor stores; climate-controlled
greenhouses.
Two astute dreamers are Paul
Comwell and Shay Addams,
creators of International Marijuana Wholesalers and Distributors (IMWD).
IMWD sells marijuana futures.
The lightly-colored futures are
redeemable If and when marijuana is legalized. Although sold
principally as a novelty, there
is brute logic behind Comwell
and Addams' brainchild. When
marijuana is legalized, the importation and distribution permits wiU probaoly be the exclusive province of corporations
that now deal In liquor and
cigarettes. But witii alrecdyexistlng contracts to deliver
marijuana, IMWD has the legal
basis to sue for one of those
permits. According to its founders, the purpose of IMWD is to
insure that dope growers, head
shops and dealers will have a
role in any future industry. Of
course, IMWD will also make
Comwell and Addams rich.
The fantasy of Frank Floramonti is a bitter grittier.
"Legislators tend to think of
marijuana marketing in terms of
the strawberry model, like a ftamert market where the little
producers bring in their wares.
I have to tell them, this is already a $4-5 billion Industry.
I'm suggesting what you might
call thf "Burgundy wine model',
where middlemen who know the
farms and their produce go into
the field and deal with the
producers."

artwork, comic books, old records,
old magazines, old photos, books,
buttons, and many others....
SEND 50* (deductible with first order) to:

FRANK LOUIS
P.O. Box 548
ALLW00D STATION
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07012

"Hurry back!" Cy Timmons ctHs to a student hastening to the
restroom. "Well wait tot you." The comedian-guiUrist played to
an audience of about 300 Thunday, April 12, to™mMaudtorhim. Playful banter with the students, a realistic Imitation of
Isaac Hayes, a Delta commercial complete with aound effort of a
jet take-off-such was the flowing repertoire of the Atlanta-based
performer. (Photo by Tony R. McMehan)
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BY DAVID JACKSON
as his soccer counterpart regarding recruiting for the simple
reason that he has his entire
team returning next winter. In
fact, he dldnt really "recruit" at
all. However, one very good
player has decided to transfer to
Winthrop without even having
been contacted by Gordon.
His name is Charles Branson,
a 6*8", 200-pound forward who
comes to Winthrop from
Gardner-Webb College. He will
not be eligible to play until
December 16; thus, he will miss
the Eagles' first eight games,
plus the WBTV tournament,
next season. After next season,
he will have two years of eligibility remaining.
Branson played his high
school ball at Great Falls High,
where he led them to the single
A state championship his senior
year (1977). He was named the
most valuable player in the
1A-2A All-Star game in Columbia that same year.

Hello, my name is David Jackson and I am the new
sports editor of THE JOHNSONIAN. As such, I will be
the author of this editorial. Right off the bat, I'd like to
say thft I am not even in the same journalistic league as
my excellent predecessor, Kelly Gordon (who is now the
news editor). I am just going to present my views of Winthrop sports the way I see fit - and remember, they are MY
views. If I am ever at error, let me know about it (in care
of TJ). Also, if you ever disagree with my views (particularly if you are the subject of an editorial), then I'd also like
to hear from you.
This has been a good spring for sports at Winthrop.
We have two teams of which we can be extremely proud.,
First of all, there is Coach Ann Chambers* excellent
women's tennis team. For more information about this
great club, see Jan Wise's article on this pageSecondly, there is a team which has not received much
publicity in THE JOHNSONIAN because, well, they j*
havent really had a season. This is Coach (assistant athletic «
director) Horace Turbeville "s baseball team, which is playing a series of scrimmages in preparation for their first
regular season in the spring of 1980.
S
When I talked to Coach Turbeville, his team had won ij!
17 out of 18 scrimmages, including wins over such big
college opponents as UNC-Charlotte, Cumberland, and
Wlngate (their one loss came to Wingate on a windy day
which saw a couple of Wlngate pop fiys blown over the
fence for homeruns).
Coach Turbeville has cited" four Eagles for contributing
"good, consistent play": Don Sckorup, Toby Oaffy, Steve
Kirby, and Russell Gaddy.'
Turbeville also had prate for "our three pitchers who
have done the best job: Buddy Thompson, Bob Steer,
and Jamie Holt."
£
The baseball Eagles currently have 27 players on their
roster. Coach Turbeville indicated that he will recruit
several playen tills summer In order to share up the lack of
depth at certain positions, (particularly pitching).
The Winthrop baseball coach hopes to schedule around
40 games for next year's initial season-with 25 to 30
of them being at home. Turbeville says he hopes to schedule such teams as South Carolina, Clemson, Furman,
Virginia Tech, and Southern Illinois, as well as District
Six powers Coastal Carolina and Francis Marion (both of
whom were in last year's NAIA National Top Twenty).
•

• • • • •

'

The 1979-80 Winthrop Eagles men's basketball schedule' features some interesting changes and additions, includlng an appearance by both the men's and the women's
teams in the Charlotte Coliseum. On Tuesday, November
27, the Eagle women (under new head coach Ann EUerbe)
will , play the UNC-Charlotte women in the Coliseum at
5 o'clock. Tills will be followed by two men's games:
Wingate against Belmont Abbey at 7 and Winthrop against
the Golden Bulls of Johnson C. Smith at 9 o'clock. The
evening Is being billed as The Queen City Triple-Header.
The men Eagles will also make an appearance in the prestigious WBTV Classic to be played Dec. 5-8 at Belmont
Abbey College. In addition to the Eagles and the hosts
from Belmont Abbey, the t?n team field will Include
Lenoir Rhyne, Pfeiffer, High Point, Gardner-Webb, BarberScotia, Wlngate, and Johnson C. Smith. The Winthrop
Eagles will also play a Monday, February 4 th game against
defending district champion Central Wesleyan at Palmetto
High School at Wllllamston, S.C.-the alma mater of Donnie
and Ronnie Creamer.
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1979-80 Cheerleaders
leaders haw been selected for
next year: Tuawana leatherwood, Carol Sharp, Vickie Allen,
Melissa Turbeville and Lisa
Workman.
The 1979-80 Eagle cheerleaders will also feature a newlook: male cheerleaders. Five
men who have been selected
for the team are Donnie
Campbell, David Kasu Nick,
Doug Swfameit, and David
Bethea and Don Skorup.
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Women's tennis team's record is 10-2
BY JAN WISE
The Wlnthrop women'* tennis
team collected one victory and
two defeats in the past week of
scheduled play. Coach Ann
Chambers' netters won over
Eisldne College, but lost their
tint two matches of the season
to Presbyterian College and
Appalachian State University.
The Winthrop women hosted
Ersldne College of Due West,
S.C., April 11 in a contest held
at the Winthrop Tennis Courts.
The Eagles had an easy time
with the Erskine team and captured a 7-0 win. The last two
doubles matches were cancelled
due to rain.
The shutout was the 7th
match this season in whichWinthrop has not given up a
set-win to its opponents. The

Eagle women had beaten Ersldne
earlier in the year, 9-0.
Presbyterian College gave the
Winthrop team its first defeat
in the 13-match schedule, at
Clinton, April 12. The Eagles
fell 5-4 in a match which was
not decided until the last
doubles match-up of the two
teams.
The Winthrop women were
handed their second loss of the
season by Appalachian State
University, April 16, in Boone,
N.C. The Eagle women won
only one match in the contest
as the final score was 8-1.
The women's tennis team
now holds a 10-2 record for the
season. Sophomore Allyn Hoag,
the No. 6 seeded player for the
Eagles, remains undefeated in
her individual play.

Coach Chambers is pleased
with her team's progress this
year. "This is probably the best
team we have had in the past
five or six years," Chambers
says.
The Eagles conclude their
regular season of play against
Presbyterian College April 17
at Winthrop and then travel to
Columbia for the SCAIAW Tournament. Chambers is uncertain
as to how her team will do in
the state tourney against such
powerhouses
as
Clemson,
College of Charleston, and the
University of South Carolina.
But the Winthrop coach adds
that "we have had a good
season ar.d the quality of
women's tennis at Winthrop Is
on the rise, no matter how we
do in Columbia."

Men's tennis team drops three
BY DAVID JACKSON
The Winthrop Eagles men's
tennis team had a very rough
three days from Tuesday, April
17 through Thursday, April 19.
They played three matches in
those three days and lost all of
them.
Coach Pat Taylor's squad
thus fell to 6-11 on the season,
with only two matches remaining before the District tournament.
The disastrous week started
off with a 6-3 loss to Belmont
Abbey. The Eagles had the
match tied at three following
the six singles matches, but
they lost all three doubles
matches in straight sets.
No. 1 Chris Harrington, No.

3 David Johnson, and No. 6
Lannery Lowery were all singles
winners for Winthrop. Coach
Taylor had special praise for
David Johnson, saying that "he
played his best singles match all
year."
From then on, it was all
downhill for the men's tennis
team as they were shut out
9-0 on successive days by UNCCharlotte and Francis Marion.
Going into their match
against Winthrop, the UNC-Charlotte netters had lost only three
matches all year, to highly regarded Clemson, Old Dominion,
and College of Charleston. Only
No. 1 Eagle player Chris Harrington could manage to even win a
set against the 49ers.
Things went even worse for

the Eagle metters against Francis
Marion as they failed to win
even one set. Coach Taylor said
that his team was particularly
sluggbh against the Patriots,
adding that "the four matches
in tour days (the Eagles nad
beaten USC-Lancaster the previous Monday) really wore us
down."
By the time this article is
published, the Winthrop men's
tennis team will have wound
up their regular season with
away matches at North Greenville and Newberry and participated in the District Six
championship tournament at
Clinton, S.C. Results of these
matches will be In the final
edition of THE JOHNSONIAN.

§1EIN II
ROCKY
MTN.
NEWS

ACAKMlCS

ANIMAL HOUSE

Number one Eagle tennis player Liz Forrester returns a shot in a
match last week gainst Erskine. The women Eagle netters are
10-2 on the season. (Photo by Ann Page Copely)

Winthrop basketball's
all-opponent team
ROCK HILL - By virtue of his 26 points in his only outing
against the Eagles, Lewis Young of Gardner-Webb College heads
the first all-opponents basketball team of Winthrop College.
The Eagles finished 25-10 in the first season, missing a trip to
Kansas City for the NAIA championships by one point in the
District 6 finals.
Young, a 6-6, 190-pound senior forward who attained AllAmerica honors during the 1977-78 season, appeared on 13 of
the 18 ballots. He had a 12-for-21 shooting performance in the
Bulldogs' 113-77 thrashing of the Eagles, Nov. 17 in Rock Hill.
Joining Young in the front court was Mack Hilton of Voorhees College. The 64,200-pound power forward scored 49 points
against Winthrop during two games-including 30 points in a
Nov. 30 game in Denmark.
Wll Strobhart of District 6 champion Central Wesleyan College
was the top choice tor the center position. Strobhart, a 6-6,
200-pound senior, scored 53 points and grabbed 39 rebounds in
three games against the Eagles. He had 19 points and 13 rebounds
during the championship game, which the W*nk>ra won 75-74 on
a neutral Door.
....
The Eagles were quite decisive with their selection of the top
guards as Zach Norris of USC-Alken and Calvin Davis of Allen
University were named. Norris, a point guard, scored 43 points
against the Fdgles, recording 22 in Aiken and 21 in Rock Hill.
Davis, a shooting guard tor the Yellow jackets, marked 39 points
in his two appearances.
Twenty-one players, representing ten schools, received votes
from the Winthrop players and coaches. Others receiving votes
were: Kenny Watson, Odis Rhodes and Melvin Williams (Central
Wesleyan); Bryant Staples (Allen); Earl Nesbit and K.C. Graham,
(Gardner-Webb); Mike Swann and Carroll Wells (USC-Spartanburg); James Hill, Bobby Shaw and Alonzo Harrison (Lander);
Lenzy Houston (Tusculum); Dwayne Nelson and Randy Weston
(N«,9b^)i»dRor«iifcHarA(Woftoi^).
. ...
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PIZZA
WAIT A MINUTE,
YOU HATE PIZZA!

WHAT TASTES BETTER
WITH PIZZA THAN MMBE
ANYTHING ELSE IN THE
ENTIRE, ISAIR
v
ENTIRE WORLP? >

I DO, BUT I LOVE
WHAT WE GET WITH IT.

WHAT6 THAT?

I PUNNO..

HOW STUPIP OF ME,

w-m;

WHY PO YOU THINK
THEY CALL TEM

TASTEBUPS ANYWAY?
MM or K W ANHtlMMMCH. K • I t loua

